This paper discusses spreadsheets documentation and new means to achieve this end by using Excel's built-in "Comment" function. By structuring comments, they can be used as an essential tool to fully explain spreadsheet. This will greatly facilitate spreadsheet change control, risk management and auditing. It will fill a crucial gap in corporate governance by adding essential information that can be managed in order to satisfy internal controls and accountability standards.
INTRODUCTION
The necessity of spreadsheet documentation has made by institutions responsible for establishing standards. Recognized authorities have expounded the documentation's content. Documentation methods cover external file and internal file documenting, the subjective evaluation, internal data documentation and macro documentation.
THE NECESSITY
Information and Communication is an essential principle of the Internal framework of the Internal Control proposed by COSO. Similarly communication is one of the five fundamental components of the COBIT Framework issued by the IT Governance Institute and documentation is one of the fundamental means of communication. Policy and procedures should be documented, so should the spreadsheets.
The documentation objective is to ensure compliance to corporate governance. It is required to prove the basis of corporate decisions.
DOCUMENTATION CONTENT
According to Guide for Preparing, Documenting and Referencing, the goal is to facilitate quality assurance by the use of checklists, crossed-indexed tables of content and other processes.
The content should specify: "Job title and code, Title of the Spreadsheet Work-paper index, specifying the data's location, the name of the person updating the spreadsheet with its date Its purpose The preparer, his title and the date The reviewer's name and the date 
DOCUMENTATION METHODS

External file documentation
Usually « versioning » is done this way by keeping file inventory and recording any change made to it. This entails checkout and check-in controls and may involve file sharing and conflict resolution. Microsoft has addressed this problem as described in Sarbanes-Oxley: Addressing Sarbanes-Oxley Challenges Using the Microsoft Office System. It recommends the use of SharePoint® and InfoPath® that imply using Windows Server 2003® and SQL Server 2000®.
IBM offers onsite or offsite data retention with Tivoli server. There are many companies that offer backup services that can be used for versioning. An extranet can also be used for this purpose. Though files are backed up there seems to be no documentation on the files themselves so there remains a need to explain the content of spreadsheet files. 
Subjective information
One of the main problems is to obtain information from data. The best way to do so is simply to have the author add the subjective information. There are some cases where the attempted goal has not been reached and so the author's intent becomes invaluable to the spreadsheet's appraisal. Producing significant documentation solely by computational means is neither realistic nor efficient. Complete documentation requires human intervention. This should be made as easy as possible and should limit itself to useful information. Too much data and information may be counter-productive.
Internal file documentation
Excel can be used to manage the inventory of Excel files. Whether it creates a backup when saved (recommended) NrUWB Count of workbooks with "unusual" settings; see next for the list of settings reported. UnusualWB "Accepts labels in formulas", " Custom Document Properties ", "Excel 4
Macro sheets", "Has Routing Slip ", "Is running as an Add-In", "Multi User Editing", "Precision As Displayed "Remove Personal Information is enabled", "VBA code has been digitally Signed " NrUWS Count of worksheets with "unusual" settings; see next for the list of settings reported. UnusualWS "Circular Reference", "Consolidation sources", "Filtered with hidden rows", "OLE Objects", "Pivot Tables", "Protected", "Query tables", "Scenarios", "Lotus evaluation rules", "Lotus formula entry", "Hidden / Very Hidden" Names Count of range names in the workbook Worksheets Count of worksheets Find1.4
Count of cells found containing the text specified in green-shaded cell in row 1 of each "Find" column This is an arbitrary function that adds up the risk factors in the preceding columns.
The advantage of this form of versioning is to evaluate the spreadsheet's risk. Since all results are factual, they do not contain subjective opinions such as the purpose of the spreadsheet that could be added and could significantly improve its usefulness.
Internal data documentation
Excel provides a way to track the spreadsheet's internal history, with the Tools, Track Changes and Highlight Changes menu. The file must have previously been identified as a shared workbook.
We can choose to List the changes on a new sheet that will produce:
Microsoft designed this tracking tool in the context of file sharing, not documenting.
Macros cannot be viewed or modified when it is in sharing mode, so the tracking results cannot be modified for documenting purposes. As we can observe a single entry produces 11 possible entries and sometimes it doubles that amount. A 12 row common addition has become a 17 by 11 matrix (not counting the subsequent cell changes)! Obviously this analysis can become very tedious and understandably would require advanced databases to analyze and the Total Cost of Ownership would be very high. Perhaps there is a better way to do this! A simple documentation would be to explain the purpose of what we did:
We could complete the information, but one of the problems with documentation is that we find it tedious and we don't do this, so we could have a macro that does some documentation for us:
If we had a User Form with listboxes and textboxes they could easily make choices and it would make it easier to complete the documentation:
This is much more significant and yet it is fairly easy to implement. Here is an example of Cell Documentation (except links that should be similarly documented):
Though only 3 cells have been commented the comments contain much more useful information than other methods; moreover by standardizing the information, it facilitates the commenting process and it allows to produce standardized reports that can be quickly analyzed:
Data changes usually do not need to be commented. When Structural changes are made, they should be documented:
Documenting macros
Excel's macros are one of its most powerful features. They can completely change the information and if incorrectly used they can become a source of undocumented errors. It is essential that they be fully understood and checked. To achieve this end, an information structure similar to the one devised for cells should be applied. For example:
The total is incorrect, because cell A5 was changed from 1150 to 1250 and the following macro had previously been applied:
The manual calculation will not update the total when a change is made! In general macros should be systematically commented such as:
